Regularized regression analysis for the prediction of virus inactivation efficiency by chloramine disinfection†
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Wastewater reclamation and reuse have been well-practiced in water-stressed areas, but insufficiently treated wastewater includes harmful contaminants. Sanitation safety planning employs the hazard analysis and critical control point to manage health risks due to waterborne pathogens including enteric viruses by determining the critical limit (CL) at critical control points (CCPs). At a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP), some disinfection conditions, such as initial disinfectant concentration, are available as parameters at CCPs when the log reduction value (LRV) of viruses is proportional to them. Since water quality affects disinfectant decay and varies among WWTPs, we have constructed models to predict virus LRVs in chloramine disinfection, in which operational and water quality parameters were used as model variables. Inactivation datasets of five viruses were collected using a systematic review method, and for model selection, we applied three regularized regression analyses (ridge, lasso and elastic net) to avoid multicollinearity. We found that lasso or elastic net regressions gave lower values of mean squared errors (MSEs) (smaller than 1, except for poliovirus), which indicated higher prediction performance. We then constructed models based on the hierarchical Bayesian approach, in which variables selected by lasso or elastic net regressions were applied, to take experimental errors among reports and strain-specific sensitivity to chloramine into account. The proposed modeling approach is useful for WWTP operators to determine the CL to maintain acceptable virus concentration in effluent.

Introduction

The accessibility to safe water has become a critical concern all over the world owing to the scarcity of fresh water. To solve the water shortage issue, wastewater reclamation and reuse have been implemented in water-stressed areas. Since enteric viruses such as norovirus, rotavirus, adenovirus and enteroviruses, causing outbreaks all over the world,1–5 are found in wastewater influent and are often detected in the effluent of wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs),6–8 the reuse of wastewater insufficiently treated at a WWTP may pose a risk of infection among users of reclaimed water as well as workers at WWTPs.

The World Health Organization (WHO) has recommended employing sanitation safety planning (SSP), a scheme for the safe reuse of excreta, wastewater and grey water,9,10 in which the hazard analysis and critical control point (HACCP) approach is employed to manage the health risks of exposure to untreated or insufficiently treated wastewater. The HACCP approach was originally established for preventing foodborne diseases in the food industry.11 In the HACCP approach, a critical control point (CCP), which is an important operational step to determine the magnitude of hazardous factors in the final products, needs to be identified in advance, and then parameters at the CCP are monitored in real-time and recorded. The monitored parameters at a CCP are compared with a critical limit (CL), which is a reference value at each CCP to keep the final product sufficiently safe.
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When the monitored parameters at CCPs deviate from the CL, corrective actions need to be implemented. At WWTPs, disinfection intensity, determined by some operational parameters in a disinfection reactor (e.g., contact time and initial concentration of the disinfectant), is suitable as a parameter at a CCP for monitoring because the log reduction value (LRV) of waterborne viruses is proportional to it.\textsuperscript{13,11}

Under the multiple barrier concepts,\textsuperscript{14,15} CLs at a disinfection step must be determined in advance so that a target LRV is achieved. However, the fluctuation of wastewater quality affects the LRV in a disinfection process\textsuperscript{13,16,17} because contaminants in wastewater consume disinfectants. A method to determine the CL has not been developed, so a flexible prediction model of a virus LRV needs to be established to determine CLs based on water quality information as model variables, which enables WWTP operators to identify the disinfection intensity (e.g., disinfectant concentration and contact time) so as to achieve the target LRV. In water-related fields, some researchers constructed predictive models for water quality in a beach and for rainfall runoff by using machine learning algorithms,\textsuperscript{18–20} but models to predict virus LRVs affected by water quality parameters specific to each WWTP have not been established yet.

In this study, we have focused on chloramine disinfection and proposed predictive inactivation models for enteric viruses using the predictive water virology approach with water quality information as explanatory variables, which makes it possible to determine the CL to achieve the required disinfection efficiency under site-specific water quality.\textsuperscript{21} Chloramine often exists in treated wastewater since free chlorine is converted to chloramine by reacting with ammonia. Chloramine has a virucidal activity and persists in water longer than other disinfectants, such as free chlorine and ozone. We first collected research articles according to a systematic review method and then extracted LRV datasets with water quality information. We adopted three regularized regression analyses (ridge, lasso and elastic net) with/without polynomials to predict LRVs of enteric viruses in wastewater, and then combined the best models with a hierarchical Bayesian approach that deals with hypothetical errors such as experimental errors and the strain-specific sensitivity.\textsuperscript{22–24} The hierarchical Bayesian approach makes a model simpler by avoiding the preparation of a number of combinations of categorical variables that include more than two factors. We used mean-squared errors (MSEs) for comparing prediction performance to identify the appropriate modeling approach for predicting virus LRVs. The proposed approach derives predicted values with a confidence interval and has a potential to identify the disinfection intensity to protect human health.

Experimental methods

Systematic review

Peer-reviewed articles describing virus reduction using chloramine were collected from October 2018 and updated in May 2020 using Google Scholar and following PRISMA guidelines.\textsuperscript{25} The keywords input into Google Scholar were “virus”, “disinfection” and “chloramine”. We continued to search for articles until no articles were hit by using the above keywords. We checked all records published from 1940 to 2020, and then dissertations, book chapters, reviews and non-English articles were excluded from the collected articles. We carefully read the abstracts and main texts in the screened articles, and then the articles relevant to this study, including the information about virus LRVs using chloramine, chloramine concentration and contact time (or the Ct value) were selected from the first screened collection of articles. We also checked the cited references in the screened articles, but no additional articles were found. The systematic review process was conducted by three persons.

The LRV is expressed as follow:

\[
\text{LRV} = \log_{10}(N_0/N_t),
\]

where \(N_0\) is the virus concentration at time 0 and \(N_t\) is that at time \(t\). LRV datasets were extracted from figures or tables. ImageJ software was applied for extracting numerical datasets from figures such as inactivation curves.\textsuperscript{26} The software also extracted disinfection and water quality information such as the initial concentration of chloramine \((I)\), contact time \((t)\), the decay rate of chloramine concentration \((k)\), \(pH\) \((p)\), temperature \((T)\), turbidity \((U)\), electric conductivity \((E)\) and water types \((W:\) purifed or environmental water). The Ct-value \((C)\) was calculated by integrating a disinfectant decay formula (eqn (2)):

\[
C(t) = I \exp(-kt),
\]

where \(C(t)\) is the chloramine concentration at time \(t\) [min] and \(I\) is the chloramine concentration [mg L\(^{-1}\)] before disinfection. Strain type \((S)\) information of each virus species was also extracted from the collected articles for hierarchical Bayesian analysis (used for partially regularized regression if virus strains could be classified into two groups).

Regularized regression analysis

Model variables used in this study were \(I, t, C, k, p, T, U, E, W\) and \(S\) indexed above. Prior to model development, we verified no multicollinearity by calculating the variance inflation factor. Because of the possibility that linear terms alone were not adequate to explain LRVs, interaction, quadratic and cubic terms were added in a stepwise procedure using the “PolynomialFeatures” function of the scikit-learn library in Python. Regularized regression analysis requires the standardization \((\mu = 0 \text{ and } \sigma = 1)\) of all model variables. In this study, this standardization was conducted by the function “StandardScaler” of the scikit-learn library. All conversions of model variables were performed on Python 3.7 (https://www.python.org/downloads/release/python-372/).
The fundamental equation of LRVs (y) were expressed as \( y = X\beta + \epsilon \), where \( y \) is a matrix of response variables of \( (y_1, \ldots, y_p) \), \( \beta \) is a matrix of coefficients of \( (\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_p) \), \( \epsilon \) is the matrix of observation errors of \( (\epsilon_1, \ldots, \epsilon_p) \), \( X \) is the design matrix of model variables of \( (x_{11}, \ldots, x_{1n}) \), \( x_{ij} \) is a matrix of \( (x_{i1}, \ldots, x_{in}) \), \( p \) is the number of datasets and \( n \) is the number of model variables. Coefficients of model variables were estimated by solving the minimization problem concerning the sum of squares error \( (S_i) \) as follows:

\[
\min \beta S_i = \min \beta \left\{ \frac{1}{2n} \| y - X\beta \|_2^2 + \lambda R(\beta) \right\},
\]

where \( \min \beta \) is a function of minimization for \( \beta \), \( R(\beta) \) is a regularization term that differs among regularization methods and \( \lambda \) is the regularization parameter (if \( \lambda = 0 \), the formula is equal to the ordinary least squares method). Each regression analysis (ridge, lasso and elastic net) has particular functions of \( R(\beta) \).27–29 The ridge regression uses all variables while the lasso regression selects some essential variables. The elastic net can avoid both overfitting (a disadvantage in ridge) and underfitting (a disadvantage in lasso). The function of \( R(\beta) \) for each regularized regression is summarized in Table 1. Appropriate values of \( \lambda \) and \( \alpha \) were found to be from \( 10^{-6} \) to \( 10^{2} \) and from 0 to 1, respectively, using the grid search method that enumerated all combinations of \( \lambda \) and \( \alpha \) and found appropriate combinations among them. In addition to each virus species, we prepared models for genus enterovirus and whole virus species. All the regularized regression analyses were performed on Python version 3.7 (https://www.python.org/downloads/release/python-372/).

### Hierarchical Bayesian modeling

The probability distributions of LRVs were determined based on Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) using the “fitdistrplus” package of R software.20 Population parameters determining a probability distribution (A) were expressed as a link function, in which variables were identical with those in regularized regression analyses. An identity link function was utilized if the LRV of a virus species followed a normal distribution, and Weibull distribution displayed better goodness of fit (eqn (4)).

\[
A = b + \omega_{\text{Exp}} X,
\]

where \( A \) is the population parameters of a probability distribution (normal: \( A = A \), others: \( A = \log A \)), \( b \) is the intercept and \( \omega_{\text{Exp}} \) is a matrix of coefficients \( (\omega_{\text{Exp},1}, \ldots, \omega_{\text{Exp},p}) \). We hypothesized that each dataset of LRVs included an experimental error inherent in each study, so \( \omega \) was indexed “Exp”. We assumed that experimental errors were generated from a normal distribution and then \( \omega_{\text{Exp}} \) was expressed as eqn (5):

\[
\omega_{\text{Exp}} \sim \text{Normal}(\mu_{\text{strain}}[i], \sigma_{\text{Exp}}),
\]

where \( \sigma_{\text{Exp}} \) is a standard deviation bearing the differences among disinfection tests. We then assumed that the strain-dependent sensitivity of each virus and \( \mu_{\text{strain}[i]} \) was expressed as a mean value indexed by \( i \), which meant a viral strain type. \( \mu_{\text{strain}[i]} \) was also assumed to follow a normal distribution (eqn (6)):

\[
\mu_{\text{strain}[i]} \sim \text{Normal}(\mu_{\text{common}}, \sigma_G),
\]

where \( \mu_{\text{common}} \) is a mean value among all types of strains and \( \sigma_G \) is a standard deviation generating the strain-dependent differences. Information about strain types is listed in Table S1.† Hierarchical Bayesian modeling was performed on R software version 3.5.0 by using R (https://www.r-project.org/) and Stan codes (https://mc-stan.org/).

### Model validation

We conducted two trials of model validation to identify the predictive inactivation model that provided the best prediction performance and avoided overfitting to training datasets. In trial 1, datasets from selected articles were randomly classified into training (70%) and test data (30%) in order to determine which regularized regression analyses and polynomial terms maximized the prediction performance. In trial 2, to confirm which modeling methods were robust to predict new datasets and appropriate to avoid overfitting to training datasets, datasets extracted from an article that has the smallest dataset size were used as test datasets. In both trials, the models were established based on leave-one-out cross-validation, in which models were repeatedly constructed using the \( N-1 \) (\( N \): total number of training datasets) training datasets and a remaining dataset was used for the model validations. The coefficients of the model variables were the averaged values of the \( N \) models generated by the leave-one-out cross-validation. Explanatory variables of the best model determined in trial 1 and 2 were applied to construct hierarchical Bayesian models. A comparison of the constructed models among regularized
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### Table 1 Regularization terms \( R(\beta) \) for ridge, lasso and elastic net regressions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( R(\beta) )</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ridge (</td>
<td>\beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lasso (</td>
<td>\beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic net (</td>
<td>\beta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
regression analyses and hierarchical Bayesian modeling was based on mean squared error (MSE). Smaller values of MSE indicated better performance in the prediction.

**Results & discussion**

**Article selection and data extraction**

We first identified 2386 records on the web using the keywords “virus”, “disinfection” and “chloramine”. Dissertations, book chapters, reviews, government or conference reports and non-English articles were eliminated from these records, which resulted in a decrease in the number of articles to 1117. The articles not relevant to our study were then eliminated (e.g., no information about LRVs). As a result, the number of articles decreased to 13, some of which included multiple virus species (three norovirus, seven adenovirus, four poliovirus, two coxsackievirus and two echovirus articles) (Table 2). The number of LRV data points was 120 (norovirus), 353 (adenovirus), 82 (poliovirus), 59 (coxsackievirus) and 52 (echovirus), respectively (Table 2), which correspond to the number of datasets recommended by sci-kit-learn and previous reports. All the datasets of LRVs were calculated using the infectious titer. LRVs of coxsackievirus and echovirus strains were examined for two strains, which were expressed using a dummy variable (one: 1, another: 0). The articles for adenovirus and poliovirus LRVs described four and three strains, respectively, whereas all the articles about norovirus inactivation related to only a single strain (Table 2).

**Features of explanatory variables**

There were no clear relationships among LRVs, Ct-values and log_{10}(Ct-value) and almost all the correlation coefficients were far from 1 (Fig. S1†), so there were possibilities of strong multicollinearity that leads to an inaccurate prediction. There were no clear relationships among LRVs, Ct-values and log_{10}(Ct-value) and almost all the correlation coefficients were far from 1 (Fig. S1†), so there were possibilities of strong multicollinearity that leads to an inaccurate prediction. We also confirmed no correlations between other parameters because the variance inflation factors were less than ten (Table S2†).

The summary of the available variables in this study is shown in Fig. 1. Initial chloramine concentration (I) included several higher values (more than 10 mg L^{-1}) in 46% of the datasets of poliovirus disinfection while almost all I values of norovirus, coxsackievirus and echovirus studies were around 1 mg L^{-1}. The logarithmic Ct-values (C) of the coxsackievirus and echovirus were less diverse. The values of pH (p) and temperature (T) of the adenovirus studies varied, whereas those of T in the other virus studies were distributed around 5 °C. Only identical values of I, k and T in the echovirus datasets and those of T in the coxsackievirus datasets were found. Disinfection tests of poliovirus did not describe the information about electric conductivity (E), turbidity (U) and water types (W) (0: purified, 1: environmental water) (Table S1†). Several datasets did not include information about E and U, so the mean imputation was applied to compensate for such missing values when the dataset was obtained in a disinfection experiment using environmental water. When an experiment was conducted in purified water, missing values of E and U were replaced with one and zero, respectively. We prepared three models, in which all missing variables were imputed by mean, zero or maximum values, and a model without imputation to validate the effect of imputations on the prediction performance. The imputation did not affect the prediction performance (Fig. S3†). Raw data analysed in this study are available in the ESI† file.

**Prediction of LRVs by regularized regression analyses**

Regularized regression analysis includes ridge, lasso and elastic net regressions. Ridge regression uses all variables with shrinking coefficient values. On the other hand, lasso and elastic net regression analyses, called sparse modeling, are able to extract essential variables and eliminate non-essential ones from the prediction model. The sparse modeling method has been used in various research fields.

The prediction performances of the three regularized regression analyses for the test datasets (trial 1) were evaluated using MSE values (Fig. 2). Compared to virus specific models, MSE values of genus enterovirus (poliovirus, coxsackievirus and echovirus) and whole virus species models were higher, so the predictive inactivation models are needed to be established for each virus species. The addition of

---

**Table 2** Available datasets (N_{LRV}: the number of datasets of LRVs, experimental and strain, respectively. WQ: water quality parameters. *: imputed variables, **: take single value, t: initial chloramine concentration, f: contact time, k: decay constant, C: Ct-value, p: pH, T: temperature, U: turbidity, E: electric conductivity, W: water types)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N_{LRV}</th>
<th>N_{E}</th>
<th>N_{S}</th>
<th>WQ</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norovirus</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>I, t, k, C, p, T, U*, E*, W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenovirus</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>I, t, k, C, p, T, U*, E*, W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poliovirus</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>I, t, k, C, p, T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coxsackievirus</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>I, t, k**, C, p, T**, U*, E*, W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echovirus</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>I**, t, k***, C, p, T, U**, E**, W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
interaction-cubic terms decreased the prediction performances in some models based on the ridge regression probably because there remained too many variables in the ridge regression with interaction-cubic terms. On the other hand, MSE values were lower in all the predictive inactivation models based on sparse estimation with higher terms except for poliovirus. It seemed that the model using only linear terms was appropriate for predicting poliovirus LRVs. For other viruses, sparse-based models with interaction-cubic terms or ridge-based models with interaction terms could give higher prediction performance. However, training and test datasets were divided from the same articles, and thus the test datasets were likely to correlate to the training datasets in trial 1, and there was a possibility that prediction performances were over-estimated.

**Determination of the best regularized regression model**

To identify which models were capable of avoiding an exaggeration of prediction performance and were appropriate for LRV predictions, we used datasets from an article which has the smallest dataset size as test datasets and then compared the MSEs between the training and test datasets (trial 2) (Fig. 3). If the MSE difference is smaller, the model is unlikely to overfit to the training datasets and can be suitable to predict new datasets. Differences of the MSE between the test and training data were larger in models based on the ridge regression analysis. Although the prediction performances were better than those of sparse modeling methods when using test data related to training datasets (trial 1, Fig. 2), ridge-based models have a risk of overfitting to training datasets (Fig. 3) and failing to predict new datasets. Lasso- and elastic net-based models made the MSE differences between the test and training datasets smaller than ridge-based ones.

Norovirus models based on lasso and elastic net regression greatly decreased the MSE differences by adding quadratic or cubic terms (Fig. 3). MSE differences of adenovirus and poliovirus models were slightly affected by introducing higher terms. The additions of higher terms to coxsackievirus and echovirus models made the MSE differences larger probably because of the smaller size of datasets and variables. Sparse modeling with linear terms was suitable for predicting coxsackievirus LRVs. Because the datasets of the echovirus were obtained from only two articles, overfitting to the training datasets (from only one article) could be inevitable in the current datasets, but the MSEtest values in sparse-based models with linear terms were ten times as small as those with higher terms (Table S4†).

The selection of variables is vital to model construction, and the addition of extra variables to a model can cause multicollinearity, in which the accuracy of prediction is superficially improved. Regularized regression analyses solve the issues caused by multicollinearity, which is supported by the variance inflation factor (Table S3†), and in
this study, we demonstrated that a sparse estimation made it possible to avoid overfitting to the training datasets. When MSE values are similar between models based on lasso and elastic net or the models with lower and higher terms, we judge that the lasso based-model with small number of variables and lower terms is appropriate for the predictive model (trial 1). Also, models that have the smaller absolute value of MSEs between test and training datasets are preferred, and are possible to avoid overfitting (trial 2). Together, the best fit models are the lasso-based model with interaction-quadratic terms (norovirus), that with only interaction terms (adenovirus) and the elastic net based-model with linear terms (poliovirus, coxsackievirus and echovirus).

Features of the best regularized regression model

All the best regularized regression models include higher coefficient of \( t \), except for the poliovirus model where the coefficient of \( I \) is higher (Fig. 4). The coefficient of \( C \) is also higher among all the models but the echovirus model has a negative coefficient of \( C \). The negative coefficient \( C \) means that the coefficient \( C \) approaches threshold values as \( t \) increases because of the negative exponential function (eqn (2)). Also, both \( I \) and \( k' \) take single values in all the echovirus datasets, which results in less diversity of the value of \( C \). Other water quality parameters such as \( p \) and \( T \) are also regarded as important while in norovirus models, some coefficients of interaction terms are higher than those of linear terms such as \( p \), \( T \), and \( U \). Interaction terms are possibly substituted with essential variables that are absent in some reports. In contrast to statistical models, physical, chemical and microbiological interpretations of the selected variables are usually difficult in machine learning algorithms because the feature engineering (e.g., the addition of polynomial terms) aims to just make a model more predictable. However, if more information about water quality and operational parameters with LRV data are available in the future, we don’t need to add higher terms and can update the predictive inactivation models, which is more intuitive.

Does the hierarchical Bayesian approach improve models?

Some prediction values of the best regularized regression models were largely deviated from the observed test data, especially in the poliovirus model (Fig. 5). The prediction results of the coxsackievirus and echovirus models implied that the strain type was an important factor for predicting enterovirus LRVs (Fig. 4), so the hierarchical Bayesian approach, which took more than three types of strain into account, was likely to improve the LRV prediction for the poliovirus. In addition, it is possible to take into account the effect of experimental conditions, which are not recorded in the articles on the LRV prediction by the approach. The probability distributions of the LRV of each virus species were determined based on AIC (Table S2†). The variables selected by the best fit models based on the regularized regression analyses (Table 4) were applied here. The hierarchical Bayesian approach improved the prediction performance only for the training datasets of norovirus, adenovirus and poliovirus (Table 3). The 95% confidence intervals estimated by the models of each enterovirus are broader (Fig. 6) probably due to the small number of datasets and/or the strong strain-dependent sensitivity to chloramine.

Fig. 4 Coefficients of the best models identified by the regularized regression analyses (red: positive, pale blue: negative). Letters indicate the type of variables (\( I \): initial concentration of chloramine, \( t \): contact time, \( k \): decay constant of chloramine, \( C \): Ct-value, \( p \): pH, \( T \): temperature, \( E \): electric conductivity, \( U \): turbidity, \( W^* \): water types (purified or environmental water), \( S^* \): type of strain, \( * \): dummy variables).

Fig. 5 Comparison of the observed data (yellow triangle) with the predicted values (purple circle) by the best regularized regression models. Grey dashed lines indicate that a predicted value completely matches an observed point.
No improvement on the prediction for the test datasets was found, but in the poliovirus model, the prediction performance for higher LRVs can be improved by the Bayesian approach. When we focus on the 90 percentiles of more than 2 LRVs of the poliovirus, the prediction values become close to the observed ones (Fig. 6). The hierarchical Bayesian approach using fat-tailed distributions such as gamma (poliovirus and echovirus) and Weibull distributions (coxsackievirus) can be thus effective to correct the prediction for higher LRVs (Table S2†).

Challenges for developing prediction models

The prediction performance of our models based on lasso or elastic net regression can be improved because, at present, some essential variables are possibly absent in the literature, and the diversity of the variable values is small (Fig. 1). In poliovirus disinfection, both the regularized regression and its expanded models by the hierarchical Bayesian were not able to precisely predict higher LRVs (Table 3 and Fig. 5), in which the number of model variables was the smallest (six variables) since information about electric conductivity, turbidity and type of water was missing (Fig. 1). Some predicted values of the echovirus model were also deviated from the observed ones in contrast to other virus species, and the model has only seven linear terms (Fig. 1 and 5). The echovirus model was established using approximately 50 datasets. The number of datasets of the coxsackievirus was also about 50, but the number of variables was 9, and both the test and training data were well predicted (Fig. 4 and 5). It is plausible that the number of and/or variety of water quality and operational parameters are required to improve the prediction performance.

We need to continue to collect new information about chloramine disinfection from future studies or suggest the creation of an internet site that allows everyone to access the disinfection data with water quality information from WWTPs as well as the Global Water Pathogen Project (GWPP; https://www.waterpathogens.org/). We also did not consider the effect of outliers on the LRV prediction. Approximately 46% of poliovirus LRVs are derived from disinfection tests that use more than 10 mg L\(^{-1}\) of chloramine (Fig. 3a), which is an unrealistic condition (about 2.7 mg L\(^{-1}\)) at almost all WWTPs.\(^{49}\) Prediction performance would surely be improved by processing outliers in combination with the “domain knowledge”, which is the specialized scientific knowledge selecting practical and appropriate datasets to predict LRVs of enteric viruses in wastewater.\(^{50}\)

An alternative approach to improve the current best models is to add an error distribution. We focused on the distances of the predicted values by the models in trial 1 from the observed ones (Fig. 5) and plotted the distances as histograms, called error distributions, for each virus species in Fig. 7. Given the new datasets about water quality and operational information, the models established here can correct predicted values and provide confidence intervals by adding error distributions to the predicted values (Fig. 7). Note that we have to appropriately use the bimodal error distributions of the poliovirus according to the estimated LRV (if the predicted LRV is more than two, the broader error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>The current best models for predicting virus LRVs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>Polynomial terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norovirus</td>
<td>Lasso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenovirus</td>
<td>Lasso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poliovirus</td>
<td>Elastic net (LRV &lt; 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hierarchical Bayesian (LRV ≥ 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coxsackievirus</td>
<td>Elastic net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echovirus</td>
<td>Elastic net</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6 Comparison of the observed data (pale yellow) with the predicted values (purple) by the hierarchical Bayesian models with variables used in the best regularized regression models. Edges of the bars imply the 2.5 (lower) and 95 percentiles (upper), respectively. In the poliovirus model, the 90 percentiles (filled diamond) are also displayed.
distribution needs to be applied (Fig. 7) since the poliovirus model has less prediction performance for higher LRVs compared to lower LRVs (Fig. 5). The error distributions should be updated along with the models when new datasets for LRVs are available.

Application of the predictive inactivation model to determine the CL at WWTPs

Currently, we don't have a correct and common approach to determine the CL at WWTPs. There are some descriptions about the current CLs,\textsuperscript{51} but it is unclear how to determine CLs in many WWTPs. The Australian government provides a guideline employing HACCP for a water treatment plant, where CLs for disinfection include not only viruses but also bacteria and protozoa.\textsuperscript{52} Because the model for whole virus species constructed here has the worse prediction performance than models developed for individual species (Fig. 2), the CL for virus disinfection should be determined by taking the inactivation profiles of each virus species into account.

In this study, we provided the framework for the construction of predictive virus inactivation models and found that sparse modeling methods that avoided overfitting to training datasets were appropriate for the prediction of virus LRVs (Table 4). When datasets for other viruses and even other microbes are available, the modeling framework based on the sparse estimation can be also useful to predict their LRVs. Application of predictive inactivation models helps WWTP operators to recognize the difference of the present LRV from the target LRV\textsuperscript{14,15} by inputting operational and water quality parameters. Then, several operational parameters (e.g., disinfectant concentration, contact time and Ct-value) change to achieve the target LRV.

Conclusions

LRVs have been estimated by simple mathematical models (Chick-Watson, Hom and efficiency factor Hom (EFH) models).\textsuperscript{53,54} These models do not include the effects of water quality, which impacts virus LRVs.\textsuperscript{55,56} In this study, we established predictive inactivation models in chloramine disinfection by regularized regression analyses, in which the water quality parameters were used as explanatory variables. Our established models estimated LRVs by inputting several water quality and operational parameters, and were able to avoid over- and/or under-estimation of the LRV by combining hierarchical Bayesian or using error distributions, which can be applied for each WWTP treating different water qualities.

The CL can be determined by employing our predictive models, which achieve virus concentration corresponding to the suggested reference value of tolerable infectious risks and disease burden (DALY loss per person per year).\textsuperscript{57,58} Schmidt et al. have recently demonstrated that an effective LRV, weighted with a flow rate, is more suitable for the average performance of water treatment and risk calculation in QMRA. The LRV predicted by the best models suggested here can be applied to estimate the effective LRV, which avoids an underestimation of the risk of infection.\textsuperscript{59} Our models based on the sparse modeling enable WWTP operators and risk assessors to determine proper CLs at WWTPs to reduce enteric viruses in wastewater, although we need to continue the collection of LRV data with water quality information and revise the models periodically in order to construct more robust versions.
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